
So you are about to get an exciting new influx of followers - now is the BEST time to review
your customer journey to ensure we are seamlessly taking them from first impression all the

way to checkout!

pre-g iveaway
checklist

Insta bio. Make sure it clearly explains who you are and what you do. Don't
overwhelm it will a million emojis, every character space should be used to
it's full advantage!
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Show off your product! A quick scroll of your feed should represent what
you sell. Ensure your product stands out clearly and isn't lost amongst other
items in your photos. 

Call to action. Do you have a current sale on? Or an offer for subscribers?
Maybe you're about to do a special FB offer. Make sure you add a call to
action (subscribe now, join now, shop now etc) to your bio with the link!

Use your highlights - they are such a great tool to not only make your feed
look more cohesive but to also categorize your products. Try making one
Giveaway specific such as 'Bedroom Styling' if joining a Decor Giveaway.

Use the link in your bio to share products related to the Giveaway if
possible. For example, if you have just joined a Newborn Essentials
Giveaway set up the link in your bio to your Newborn range.

 

Review the imagery on your website. 94.7% of people choose not to purchase
an item if the images used on the website are not aesthetically pleasing. Now
could be a great time to set up some collabs or do a little photoshoot!
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Are your product descriptions explaining clearly the features and benefits of
your products? Does it clearly outline key info such as Australian made,
handmade, organic, etc?

Is your website mobile user friendly? Is the text large enough to read on
mobile? ALL of your new followers will be coming from the Insta platform
so 99% will be using a mobile.

IIs your 'subscriber' form easily found? Building an email list from your
new followers is a great way for future retargeting. Offering a special
discount or free downloadable is a great way to get those subscribes!

 

Payment options. Do you offer Afterpay? Zippay? PayPal? Credit Card?  It's
no secret that the more payment methods available the more chances of
securing that sale. Ensure your payment methods are visibly displayed.

And super important: double checking to make sure all Website + Payment links are
not broken.

 
What on earth is a broken link you might ask? A broken link is either a link you have

included which goes out to content on another site, or a link to a page within your own
site.  If the link is broken, when a website visitor clicks on it they will most likely see an

error page telling them that page no longer exists #NotWhatWeWant
 

Visitors who follow links (which either lead to or from your site) clicked on the link for a
reason, they are expecting to see the content behind the link and are interested enough to

read it. If it turns out to be an error page due to a broken link, they will be left a little
disappointed and potentially less trusting of you as your site let them down.

 
Once you have identified all of the broken links you need to take action, either by removing

them or replacing them with more relevant content, so that all of the broken links are
effectively repaired, making your website a source of valuable content.

 
To prevent this from happening, we like to regularly check on our end that all is well,

making sure the call to action is correctly liked up on both the Desktop & Mobile view. A
important step in the Customer Journey!


